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Human motion denoising is an indispensable step of data preprocessing for many motion
data based applications. In this paper, we propose a data-driven based human motion
denoising method that sparsely selects the most correlated subset of motion bases for
clean motion reconstruction. Meanwhile, it takes the statistic property of two common
noises, i.e., Gaussian noise and outliers, into account in deriving the objective functions. In
particular, our method firstly divides each human pose into five partitions termed as
poselets to gain a much fine-grained pose representation. Then, these poselets are
reorganized into multiple overlapped poselet groups using a lagged window moving
across the entire motion sequence to preserve the embedded spatial–temporal motion
patterns. Afterward, five compacted and representative motion dictionaries are con-
structed in parallel by means of fast K-SVD in the training phase; they are used to remove
the noise and outliers from noisy motion sequences in the testing phase by solving
ℓ1-minimization problems. Extensive experiments show that our method outperforms its
competitors. More importantly, compared with other data-driven based method, our
method does not need to specifically choose the training data, it can be more easily
applied to real-world applications.
& 2014 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC
BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/3.0/).1. Introduction
Motion capture is a powerful and mature technique for
creating realistic computer character animation. It has been
widely adopted in a large variety of applications such as
animation production, computer games, human–computer
interaction and medical rehabilitation [1–3]. In these appli-
cations, high-quality motion data are demanded for the
purpose of accurate motion analysis and generation. How-
ever, evenwith a highly professional motion capture systemer B.V. This is an open acces
.
),
(M. Ji),
u.edu.cn (Y. Zhuang).there are many instances where some markers are occluded
or mismatched [4–7]. As a result, it is necessary to fill the
missing markers, while it may result in a certain percentage
of noise. On the other hand, if some markers are mis-
matched when the tacking algorithm confuses the trajec-
tory of one marker with that of another in some cases, the
captured motion data contain serious error which can be
regarded as bad noise or outliers. In order to clean the noisy
data, most of the commercial motion capture systems
provide various post process softwares for editing motion
data including filling missing values and removing noise. To
undertake the task of motion editing, the user must be
patient and have professional knowledge of human motion
capture. The underlying denoising/smoothing methods of
these softwares mainly derive from linear and/or nonlinear
interpretation methods, which suggests that they are onlys article under the CC BY-NC-ND license
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When these methods are used to handle some complex or
long-term noise cases, the filtered motion will be distorted
and unrealistic. That is to say, they may fail under these
circumstances. Moreover, it is time-consuming and error-
prone to process the noisy motion data in manual [8].
Meanwhile, more and more low-cost depth sensors (e.g.,
the Microsoft Kinect and SoftKinect) that can acquire the
depth streamwith acceptable accuracy have been released in
recent years. With the aid of these new-fashioned products,
many classic difficult computer vision problems like back-
ground subtraction and human detection become tractable.
It also provides new opportunities for developing accessible
motion capture. In light of this, some new algorithms have
been proposed to recover human motion from the depth
stream in real-time [9,10]. Compared with the traditional
motion capture techniques such as the optical-based motion
capture, the motion data generated from the depth stream
are more likely to contain noise and outliers. For instance, if
an actor performs the freestyle swimming action in front of a
Microsoft Kinect, the recovered motion of the actor's two
hands will be distorted due to the reason of self-occlusion of
human body parts. In fact, researchers still have an uphill
journey in improving the quality of these newly generated
motion data.
To improve the aforementioned issues, a lot of
researchers have plunged into the topic of motion data
denoising over the years. Through a great deal of effort, a
number of human motion denoising methods and techni-
ques have been proposed. However, some intrinsic short-
comings of these methods hinder them from being widely
applied in real-world applications. Take the popular
signal-based denoising methods (e.g., Gaussian low-pass
filter and discrete cosine transform (DCT)) for example,
although they are easy to implement and only require a
little of computational cost, they ignore the underlying
structure correlation between different human joints andFig. 1. The illustration of our proposed human motion data denoising framewor
five partitions, which are termed as poselets. These poselets are then groupe
sequences to generate poselet groups. In the training phase, we use these posele
dictionaries to remove the noise and outliers from noisy poselet groups in t
reconstruct the clean motion sequences.cannot preserve the embedded spatial–temporal motion
patterns [11–15]. Indeed, human motion involves highly
coordinated movement and the movement between dif-
ferent human joints are not independently [8]. As an
improvement, the dynamic system based methods repre-
sented by Kalman filter and linear dynamic system (LDS)
have been developed to discover hidden variables and
learn their dynamics [16,17]. But a little of time delay will
appear after motion denoising with the dynamic system
based methods [18].
On the other hand, with the explosive growth of the
available motion capture data in recent years, data-driven
based motion denoising methods have attracted much
attention [8,19]. Lou and Chai [8] proposed an example-
based data-driven method to learn a series of filter bases,
which hold some spatial–temporal patterns embedded in
precaptured motion data, and then use them along with
the robust statistics technique to filter noisy motion data
[8]. Their method received encouraging results both on the
real and simulated motion data. However, they use all of
the learned filter bases to reconstruct the clean motion
sequences indiscriminately, so their training database
must be behavior-specific and typically only contains
motion data selected from the same action with different
style variants. Otherwise, the performance of their method
will decline significantly since the bases learned from
motion data with different action contain significantly
different spatial–temporal patterns.
To overcome the shortcoming of [8], we propose a new
data-driven based human motion denoising method in this
paper. The key ideas of our paper are in twofold: sparsely
selecting the most correlated subset of motion bases for clean
motion reconstruction and taking the statistic property of
motion noise into account in deriving our objective functions.
The flowchart of our proposed method is illustrated in Fig. 1.
And, the major contributions of our proposed method are
summarized as follows.k. For the input motion sequences, we first divide each human pose into
d together using a lagged window moving through the entire motion
t groups to learn five motion dictionaries and adopt these learned motion
he testing phase. Finally, we reorganize the filtered poselet groups to
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termed as poselet model is proposed in this work.
Using the entire human pose as a representation is a
little coarser, and noisy data will inevitably influence
the clean data. To avoid this issue, we divide a human
pose into five parts and call them the poselets with a
view to obtaining a much fine-grained representation.
One potential benefit is that these five parts may be
processed in parallel making it much fast to compute.
As shown in our experiments, using such a representa-
tion does not only improves the performance of our
algorithm, but also reduces the entire data processing
time.2. By utilizing the sparse sample selection ability of the
ℓ1-norm, we convert the classic human motion denois-
ing problem into a ℓ1-minimization framework. Differ-
ent from the work [8], our method can automatically
select the most correlated subset of motion bases from
motion dictionaries, which are learned using the pre-
captured motion data from either multiple different
actions or just the same single type of action, for clean
motion reconstruction. Thus, we do not need to speci-
fically choose the training dataset. In other words, our
method can be more easily applied to real-world
applications.3. For the two most common noises, i.e., Gaussian noise
and outliers, two slightly different objective functions
are proposed in this work by imposing the ℓ2- and
ℓ1-norm constraints respectively. The former is optimal
with respect to the Gaussian noise, while the latter is
rather robust against outliers.
The structure of this paper is organized as follows.
A review of related work is given in Section 2. The proposed
human motion denoising method is described in Section 3,
and experiments are shown in Section 4. Finally, in Section 5,
concluding remarks are drawn and future research directions
discussed.
2. Related work
In this section, we briefly review some related work in
human motion denoising as well as dictionary learning
that is involved in the training phase of our method.
2.1. Human motion denoising
Human motion denoising removes the noise and out-
liers while making the intrinsic information like the
structure information of human body and the spatial–
temporal patterns embedded in motion data is left intact.
Over the last twenty years, a great deal of research effort
has been done on this topic. Roughly speaking, the existing
human motion denoising methods can be classified into
three categories: signal-based methods, data-driven meth-
ods, and low-rank matrix based methods.
Since motion data can be regarded as a special multi-
variable signal, the traditional signal processing algorithms
can be directly applied to handle the problem. Specially,
these signal-based methods also can be divided into three
subcategories as follows.The first subcategory is to construct various motion
filters from the perspective of signal filtering. For instance,
the standard Gaussian low-pass, discrete cosine transform
(DCT) and Fourier transform have been adopted in some
earlier works [6,11,12,20–22]. Bruderlin and Williams [20]
suggested that the techniques from the image and signal
processing domain can be applied to design, modify, and
adapt animated motion. Jehee and Shin [6] formulated
filtering non-linear orientation data into a linear time-
invariant filtering framework by transforming orientation
data into a vector space and then transforming the results
back to orientation space after applying filtering. Yamane
and Nakamura [21] presented a dynamics filter that
converts a physically inconsistent motion into a consistent
one. In [22], the B-spline wavelet-based agent was pro-
posed to remove impulsive noise embedded in noisy rigid
body motion data. They decomposed the noisy data using
multiresolution analysis. The noisy components are iden-
tified as coefficients of high magnitude. Consequently, the
authors suggested to smooth these high-magnitude coeffi-
cients to remove the noise.
The second subcategory is to eliminate non-informative
components of the signal by dimension reduction. This can
be achieved using principal component analysis (PCA),
which allows the expression of the original dataset in
a new reduced subspace that maximizes its variance
[23,24]. However, the low dimensions calculated by PCA
only account for the variance of the data on some ortho-
gonal directions. Sometimes, we are much more interested
in a small subset of independent latent factors that con-
tribute to generating different kinds of motion than the
principal components. In other words, we hope to reveal
such independent latent factors so that we can use them to
reconstruct the clean motion. For this reason, independent
component analysis (ICA) is another good choice, and it
minimizes the statistical dependence of the representa-
tional components of motion data [25]. Later on, inspired by
the great success of manifold learning in computer vision
and machine learning [26–29], manifold learning methods
also have been adopted in human motion denoising [30].
Indeed, they can be regarded as a special kind of dimen-
sional reduction methods, which take the embedded mani-
fold structure information of data into account.
The third subcategory is represented by linear dynamic
system (LDS) and Kalman filter, which are applied to
discover hidden variables and learn their dynamics
[16,17,31]. Tak and Ko [32] converted a given captured or
animated motion to a physically plausible motion by
casting the motion editing problem as a constrained state
estimation problem, based on the per-frame unscented
Kalman filter framework. Shin and his colleagues [33] used
a Kalman filter scheme to address motion capture noise
issues in real-time computer puppetry situation. Wang
et al. [34] proposed a latent variable model named
Gaussian process dynamical models (GPDMs) to analyze
nonlinear time-series data, such as the high-dimensional
human motion capture data. They learned the GPDMs of
human pose and motion from the captured human motion
data, then applied them to remove the noisy data [34].
Usually, the above-mentioned signal-based methods are
very fast and efficient in handling simple and short-term
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body has not been explicitly exploited, and the spatial–
temporal patterns embedded in motion data also cannot be
preserved by these methods.
With the explosive growth of the available motion
capture data, data-driven based motion denoising meth-
ods have attracted much attention in recent years. For
example, Lou and Chai [8] proposed an example-based
data-driven method that first applies multi-channel sin-
gular spectrum analysis (M-SSA) to learn a series of
filter bases, which hold some spatial–temporal patterns
embedded in precaptured motion data, and then uses
them along with robust statistics techniques to filter noisy
motion data. Their method received perfect results both on
real and simulated motion data. However, the shortcom-
ings of their method are in twofold. First, only the top K
(which is chosen by keeping 90% of the original motion
energy) filter bases are kept and used in subsequent
motion denoising phase, so it is unable to recover some
motion details. In a mathematical sense, it is because that
the remainder filter bases matrix is not a full rank matrix,
and the bases cannot span the whole motion feature space.
Second, they indiscriminately use all of the top K filter
bases to reconstruct the clean motion, which requires that
their training data must be carefully selected from the
same action as that of the noisy data. Otherwise, the
performance of their method will decline significantly,
since filter bases learned from motion data with different
action obviously contain different spatial–temporal pat-
terns. Another example is that Akhter et al. [19] presented
a bilinear spatio-temporal bases model by simultaneously
exploiting spatial and temporal regularity while maintain-
ing the ability to generalize well to new sequences. Their
model can be interpreted as representing the data as a
linear combination of spatio-temporal sequences consist-
ing of shape models oscillating over time at key frequen-
cies. They applied it to a number of analysis tasks including
missing data filling and motion data denoising to demon-
strate the effectiveness of their model. Compared with the
other kind of motion denoising methods, the biggest
advantage of data-driven methods is that they can auto-
matically discover and learn some spatial–temporal pat-
terns embedded in motion data. However, they may suffer
from the out-of-sample problem, i.e., they cannot well
handle the new ‘unseen’ human motions which have not
been contained in the database.
In addition, Lai and Yuen [35] noticed that the approxi-
mately low-rank property of motion matrix has not been
explicitly exploited, so they recasted the human motion
data completion and denoising problems into a general
low-rank matrix completion problem. Their proposed
objective function is solved via the singular value thresh-
olding (SVT) algorithm [36]. The key advantage of their
method is that the above-mentioned out-of-sample pro-
blem is overcome, since their method does not need any
training data. However, the user has to guess the standard
deviation of the noise in their work, which is difficult in
practice. Moreover, only imposing the low-rank structure
property of human motion data in the objective function
does not guarantee that the recovered human motion
is smooth enough [18]. Indeed, the low-rank matrixcompletion theory would be failed to handle some badly
corrupted human motion sequences.
2.2. Dictionary learning
As shown in Fig. 1, we need to learn five motion
dictionaries, which contain spatial–temporal motion
bases, in the training phase of our method. To facilitate
the later discussions in the paper, we briefly review the
methods of dictionary learning. Generally, the majority of
works on the topic of dictionary learning can be broadly
classified into three categories: example-based, analytical-
based and learning-based.
The example-based methods directly use a lot of
examples to construct an overcomplete dictionary. It is
very simple and fast. And, this kind of method has been
adopted in some applications like digit number recogni-
tion, human face classification [37] and missing markers
prediction in human motion capture [38]. However, the
constructed dictionaries are not compact. More impor-
tantly, the performance heavily rely on the selected
examples.
The analytical-based methods construct the dictionary
based on some pre-existing dictionaries like DCT bases and
Wavelets bases [39]. These pre-existing bases are univer-
sal, and the obtained dictionaries are not task dependent.
Besides, it is not trivial to decide how to choose these
bases or modified them to make them fit different tasks.
The last learning-based approaches use machine learn-
ing techniques to infer the dictionary from a set of training
examples. The main process of these methods can be
divided into two stages: sparse coding and dictionary
update [40–43]. Sparse coding [44–47] is to find the
sparest solution of the training samples, while dictionary
update runs when such a solution is found. These two
stages iteratively run till that the algorithm is convergence.
The most significant advantage of learning-based
approaches over the other methods is that they can learn
much finer and compact dictionaries than the other
methods. MOD and K-SVD are two most popular diction-
ary learning methods which perform a critical role in
many successful applications [48]. Though the learning-
based methods often have to face the computational
complexity problem, which limit the size of the trained
dictionaries and the dimensions of the data that can be
processed, some fast and large-scale variants of dictionary
learning methods are available now [40,49–51]. In light of
this, we choose a fast variant of K-SVD [40] to learn the
motion dictionaries in the training phase in this work.
3. Sparse motion bases selection for human motion
denoising
As mentioned above, the key ideas of our method are in
twofold: sparsely selecting the most correlated subset of
motion bases for clean motion reconstruction and taking
the statistic property of noise into account in deriving the
objective function. Based on these two ideas, we propose
a sparse motion bases selection method for human motion
denoising as illustrated in Fig. 1. In this section, we give the
details of our proposed method as follows.
Fig. 2. Two different motion sequences from CMUmotion database [61] with high local similarity at certain body parts whose markers are labeled with red
color. In the top row, some poses from a boxing motion sequence are presented and the corresponding similar poses from a basketball motion sequence are
given in the bottom row. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure caption, the reader is referred to the web version of this paper.)
Fig. 3. The CMU pose model with 31 markers and the rigid part of human pose. The markers belong to the rigid part (i.e., marker-1,2,7,12,13,14) are labeled
with red color. The markers with numbers 1, 2, 7 and 14 are the root, the right and left femur markers, and the upper neck marker, separately. (a) CMU pose
model and (b) rigid part of pose. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure caption, the reader is referred to the web version of this paper.)
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3.1.1. Coordinate translation
Although the real-world global coordinates of the
human motion are of highly complexity and variance,
their local coordinates with respect to the root marker
are inactive (e.g., the torso of the human body in a walking
motion) and frequently contain body parts with similar
postures and movements. Even if motion sequences con-
tain different actions, they also can share some similar
body part postures and local spatial–temporal patterns in
the local coordinate system as shown in Fig. 2. Based on
this observation, we try to reveal and exploit these local
similarity information for human motion denoising.Meanwhile, we notice that the torso as illustrated in
Fig. 3(b) is a stable structure wherein the distance between
every two markers is nearly constant and can be mostly
regarded as a rigid part. Therefore, we normalize each
pose and then translate the original global motion into the
local motion according to joints belonging to the rigid part.
In particular, we first translate each normalized pose [52]
to make its root marker in the origin of the local coordi-
nate system. Then, we rotate the local pose to make the
plane consisting of three markers, i.e., the left femur, the
right femur and the upper neck, parallel with the XY-
plane. In addition, the ray that passes through the middle
point between the left and the right femur markers and
the upper neck marker is also parallel with the Y-axis and
Fig. 4. The illustration of poselet generation. In the left subfigure, a human pose is divided into five parts: Torso, Left Arm (LArm), Right Arm (RArm), Left
Leg (LLeg) and Right Leg (RLeg), which are termed as poselets. The subsets of markers in these five parts are f1;12;13;14;15;16;17g,
f14;25;26;27;28;29;30;31g, f14;18;19;20;21;22;23;24g, f1;7;8;9;10;11g and f1;2;3;4;5;6g respectively. The joint markers like marker-14 and
marker-1 can belong to multiple poselets in order to make the filtered results stable. The right subfigure presents some poselets in a jump motion
sequence. (a) Pose and poselet model and (b) poselets in a motion sequence.
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record all of these transformation information into a
matrix M¼Mr Mt wherein Mt is the translation matrix
and Mr is the rotation matrix. All of the operations can be
reversed, which means that after motion denoising we can
convert such local poses back into the global poses.
3.1.2. Poselet generation
Suppose a normalized local motion sequence consists
of T poses and each pose contains L markers, we denote it
as X¼ ½p1;…;pT , where pt ¼ ½xt;1; yt;1; zt;1;…; xt;L; yt;L; zt;LT
represents the t-th pose/frame.
Since using all of the markers as the pose feature
representation is a little coarser, we divide each human
pose into five parts, which are termed as poselets, to
obtain a much more fine-grained pose representation.
The five poselets are Torso (contains head), left arm
(LArm), right arm (RArm), left leg (LLeg) and right leg
(RLeg), each of them is a set of markers as shown in Fig. 4.
To make the position of the joint markers like marker-1
and marker-14 stable, we assign them to multiple poselets
as shown in Fig. 4(a).
For each poselet, one submatrix is derived from X and
we denote the i-th poselet as Xi ¼ ½pi1;…;piT ARdiT ;
i¼ 1;…;5, where pit just includes the subset of markers
of pt in the i-th poselet and di is the feature dimension of
pit . Indeed, di equals to the number of markers in the
subset timing three. With this kind of pose representation,
we can speedup human motion denoising via processing
these five poselets in a parallel manner.
3.1.3. Poselet grouping by a lagged window
If we process each human pose1 one by one, the
embedded spatial–temporal patterns will be ignored. In
other words, it would be much better to process a short
clip of motion than a single pose each time. Similar to [8],
we adopt a lagged window with the length of M-frames
moving across the entire motion sequence as shown in
Fig. 1 and group all of the poselets in a same window into
a group. The above obtained poselets are reorganized into1 Note that each pose is just one frame of a motion sequence.TMþ1 overlapped groups. We reshape each group into
a vector gij ¼Ωð½pij;pijþ1;…;pijþM1ÞARðdiMÞ1, where
j¼ 1;…; TMþ1 and Ω is defined as the vectorization
operation that reshapes a matrix into a vector by stacking
all columns one by one. We use gij as the motion denoising
processing primitive. And, we can totally derive five group
motion matrices, i.e., Yi ¼ ½gi1;…;giS; S¼ TMþ1, from
Xi; i¼ 1;…;5 by poselets grouping operation.
3.2. Motion dictionary learning using K-SVD
A natural human motion sequence contains some special
spatial–temporal patterns. In order to reveal these patterns,
we resort to the dictionary learning method and use multiple
clean motion sequences to construct the five group motion
matrices Bi ¼ ½Yi1;…;YiqARðdiMÞN ; i¼ 1;…;5 according to
Section 3.1.3. Here Bi can consists of either multiple different
kinds of human motion sequences or just the same kind of
motion sequences as that of the noisy motion. Then, we
minimize the following optimization problem:
min
Di ;Wi
‖BiDiWi‖2F
s:t: Wi ¼ ½Wi1;…;WiN ; ‖Wij‖0rTs; 8 i; 1r jrN
ð1Þ
to obtain five corresponding motion dictionary matrices, i.e.,
DiARðdiMÞKi ; i¼ 1;…;5 where Ki is the column number of
Di and will be discussed in more detail later. In this formula-
tion, Wi is the representation coefficient matrix, Ts is the
target sparsity and ‖  ‖0 is the ℓ0 pseudo-norm which counts
the non-zero entries. In each motion dictionary matrix, e.g. Di,
its columns are the desired motion bases which preserve the
embedded spatial–temporal patterns in the group motion
matrix Yi. For simplicity, we assume hereon that the columns
of Di are normalized to unit ℓ2-length.
Eq. (1) is actually a non-convex problemwith respect to
Di and Wi. However, when we fix Di, the above sparsity-
constrained problem (i.e., Eq. (1)), which is known to be
NP-hard, can be relaxed and approximately solved using
several available approximation techniques, including
Orthogonal Matching Pursuit (OMP) [53], Basis Pursuit
(BP) [54] and FOCUSS [55] and so on. Alternatively, when
Fig. 5. The comparison of Gaussian noise and outlier. (a) Motion data corrupted by Gaussian noise and (b) motion data corrupted by outlier.
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a closed-form solution. Thus, using dictionary learning
method to solve this problem can be divided into two
stages: sparse coding and dictionary update. Sparse coding
is to find the sparest solution of the training samples,
while dictionary update runs when such a solution is
found. There two stages iteratively run, until the algorithm
is convergence. That is to say, a fundamental question in
solving Eq. (1) is the choice of how to set or update the
dictionary Di.
There exist several efficient dictionary learning meth-
ods such as the classic MOD, K-SVD, which can be used to
solve Eq. (1). We choose to use a fast variant of K-SVD [40]
in our work. K-SVD is a highly effective method of training
overcomplete dictionaries for sparse signal representation
and has successfully applied in various applications. For-
mally, K-SVD aims to iteratively improve the dictionary to
achieve sparser representations of the signals in the data
matrix B, where a set of training samples are arranged as
its columns, by solving the optimization problem
min
D;W
‖BDW‖2F
s:t: W¼ ½W1;…;WN; 8 i ‖Wj‖0rTs; 1r jrN:
ð2Þ
The update of the dictionary columns is combined with an
update of the sparse representations, thereby accelerating
convergence. Besides, the K-SVD algorithm is flexible and
can work with any pursuit method (e.g., OMP [53], BP [54],
FOCUSS [55]).
However, the classical K-SVD algorithm is quite com-
putationally demanding, especially when the dimensions
of the dictionary are high or the number of training data
becomes large. To overcome this problem, a fast imple-
mentation of K-SVD using batch orthogonal matching
pursuit method reported in the work [40]. We use the
Matlab toolbox2 provided by the authors [40] in our
experiments. Solving Eq. (1), we can get the five motion
dictionary matrices, i.e., Di; i¼ 1;…;5, which will be used
for human motion denoising.2 http://www.cs.technion.ac.il/ronrubin/software.html3.3. Motion denoising via ℓ1-minimization framework
For each input motion sequence, we can generate its
poselets and poselet groups using the above described
poselet generation and grouping techniques. A significant
difference between the testing phase (or the human
motion denoising phase) and the training phase is that
the captured motion sequences in the testing phase often
contain the noise and outliers. In order to remove the
noise and outliers, we propose a data-driven based human
motion denoising method with the aid of the previously
learned five motion dictionary matrices, i.e. Di; i¼ 1;…;5
and reformulate the motion denoising problem into a
general ℓ1-minimization framework.
In practice, Gaussian noise and outliers are two most
common types of noises in human motion data. Thus,
we take their statistic into account in human motion
denoising. As shown in Fig. 5(a), Gaussian noise contam-
inates motion data by making marker position wavily drift
from original point through the whole motion. However,
outliers usually last only a few frames and behaves like a
pulse signal as shown in Fig. 5(b).
Suppose the i-th noisy group motion matrix and the
corresponding clean one are denoted as Zi and Yi, the
contained noise can be represented as Ei ¼ ZiYi. As
mentioned above, we hope to select the most correlated
subset of motion bases to reconstruct the clean motion
data so that we do not need to specially select behavior-
specific motion data, which come from the same action as
the noisy motion data, with different style variants. In
other words, our method can learn motion dictionaries
from motion data with different actions and automatically
select a most correlated subset of motion bases to recon-
struct the clean motion. To achieve this goal, we optimize
the following ℓ1-minimization objective function:
min
θi
‖ZiDiθi‖ppþλ‖θ
i‖1 ð3Þ
where pAf1;2g and λ is a sparse regularized parameter.
For a matrix X, JX J1 ¼∑i;jjXi;jj.
For the Gaussian noise, the least square regression is
the optimal method to filter it [56,57]. Thus squared ℓ2-
norm should be chosen for the above ℓ1-minimization
problem and it leads to
min
θi
‖ZiDiθi‖22þλ‖θ
i‖1: ð4Þ
J. Xiao et al. / Signal Processing 110 (2015) 108–122 115Eq. (4) is a ℓ2/ℓ1 denoising model, which can be solved by
quadratic programming.
For the outlier, the previous ℓ1-regularized least square
regression method may fail, because the ℓ2-norm tends to
severely penalize the outliers and propagate the residual
in the objective function uniformly. To get around this
problem, we modify our denoising method by replacing
the ℓ2-norm with the ℓ1-norm when outliers exist [58,57].
As pointed out previously, because outlier noise is usually
very sparse, the ℓ1-norm is preferred. As a result, for
outliers, our objective function becomes
min
θi
‖ZiDiθi‖1þλ‖θi‖1: ð5Þ
Eq. (5) is a ℓ1/ℓ1 denoising model, which can be solved
using the alternating direction algorithm [59].
It is necessary to mention that since we have proposed
two slightly different objective functions to deal with
Gaussian noise and outliers separately, if we know which
kind of noise is dominant in the motion data in advance,
we can choose the corresponding denoising model very
easily, although in practice, it is difficult to have enough
prior knowledge about the noise. However, we found that
combining these two denoising models and filtering noisy
motion data one by one received encouraging results in
the experiments. Therefore we can always filter it with the
ℓ1/ℓ1 denoising model first to remove the outliers and
then refine the result with the ℓ2/ℓ1 denoising model,
which removes some remainder Gaussian noise.
After solving Eqs. (4) and (5), we get the sparse
reconstruction coefficient matrix Wi; i¼ 1;…;5. Then, we
can reconstruct the filtered clean group motion matrix via
~Y
i ¼Diθi. Recall that Yi ¼ ½gi1;…;giS; S¼ TMþ1 and
gij ¼Ωð½pij;pijþ1;…;pijþM1ÞARðdiMÞ1. So, we decompose
the filtered poselets groups ~g ij in ~Y
i
and calculate the mean
value for each poselet, e.g. ~p ij ¼ ð1=nÞ∑nt ¼ 1ð ~pijÞt wherein
ð ~pijÞt is the t-th copy of ~pij and n is the total number of copy
of the poselet ~pij in ~Y
i
. Since the i-th poselet is
Xi ¼ ½pi1;…;piT ARdiT ; i¼ 1;…;5, we can recover the fil-
tered submatrix ~X
i
based on the recovered poselet ~p ij. It is
also easy to form the local motion matrix ~X . Finally,
we translate the local poses to be the global poses accor-
ding to the recorded transformation matrix M in the
process of coordinate translation. The whole flowchart
of our proposed method is illustrated as shown in Fig. 1.
Meanwhile, we summarize the algorithm of our method in
Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1. Sparse motion bases selection for human
motion denoising.
Input: motion matrices:Di; i¼ 1;…;5; the input global noisy motion
sequence:Xglobal; the length of the moving window:M; the
regularized parameter: λ.
Output: the filtered global motion sequence: ~Xglobal;
1: Coordinate Translation:
change the global noisy motion sequence Xglobal into the local
noisy motion sequence Xlocal;
2: Poselet Generation:
generate poselets Xi ¼ ½pi1;…;piT ARdiT ; i¼ 1;…;5 based on Xlocal3: Poselet Grouping:
generate poselet groups Yi ¼ ½gi1 ;…; giS; S¼ TMþ1 according to
Xi ; i¼ 1;…;5
4: Motion Denoising:
if(Gaussian noise)
apply the ℓ2/ℓ1 denoising model and solve Eq. (4) to obtain the
filtered ~Y
i
; i¼ 1;…;5;
elseif (outlier)
apply the ℓ1/ℓ1 denoising model and solve Eq. (5) to obtain the
filtered ~Y
i
; i¼ 1;…;5;
otherwise(mixed noise)
combine the ℓ1/ℓ1 and ℓ2/ℓ1 denoising models to obtain the
filtered ~Y
i
; i¼ 1;…;5;
5: Decompose Poselet Groups:
decompose poselet groups ~Y
i
; i¼ 1;…;5 to obtain multiple
poselets.
6: Calculate Filtered Poselets:
calculate the mean value for each poselet, e.g. ~p ij ¼ 1n∑nt ¼ 1ð ~p
i
jÞt
wherein ð ~p ijÞt is the t-th copy of ~p ij and n is the total number of
copy of the poselet ~p ij in ~Y
i
.
7: Form Local Motion Matrix:
form the filtered submatrix ~X
i
based on the recovered poselet ~p ij
and then obtain the filtered local motion matrix ~X local .
8: Coordinate Translation:
change the local filtered motion sequence ~X local into the global
filtered motion sequence ~Xglobal;
3.4. Time complexity analysis
The computational cost of our proposed method mainly
comes from two steps: one is to learn the motion diction-
aries via solving Eq. (2) and the other is to denoise the
noisy motion data via solving Eq. (4) (i.e., the ℓ2/ℓ1
denoising model) or Eq. (5) (i.e., the ℓ1/ℓ1 denoising
model). As we have seen, it is possible to implement our
proposed method in parallel mode, so we just need to run
these two steps for each poselet only one time. Moreover,
it has been proofed that Eq. (5) can be reformulated into
the same form as Eq. (4) in [59]. Thus, the time complexity
of the proposed method is calculated from two parts: The calculation of Di via the fast K-SVD [40]: the time
complexity is OðNððTsÞ2þ2di MÞ  KiÞ, where N is the
number of training poselet groups in Bi of Eq. (1). The calculation of θi via solving Eq. (4) or Eq. (5): for
the ℓ1 minimization problem, we adopt the dual
augmented Lagrangian method (DALM) [60] to calcu-
late θi. The time complexity of this part is
OðSðdi MÞðdi MþKiÞÞ.
Assuming an asymptotic behavior of TsoKioN and
di MoKi, the first part of computational cost simplifies
to the following expression: OðN  2 di M  KiÞ. Simi-
larly, the second part becomes OðS di M  KiÞ. There-
fore, the entire time complexity of our method is about
Oðð2NþSÞ  di M  KiÞ. In practice, S dependents on the
input noisy motion sequences and most of the motion
sequences in CMU motion dataset [61] belong to short-
length sequences. Even the long-length motion sequences,
we can first segment them into multiple short-length
motion sequences and then filter each short-length
J. Xiao et al. / Signal Processing 110 (2015) 108–122116motion sequences in parallel. So, S is usually less than N. In
other words, most of our computational cost is expended
on training motion dictionaries using the fast K-SVD
method. Fortunately, we have found that it just spent no
more than 10 min to train the motion dictionaries in all of
our experiments. Thus, our method can be widely used in
real-world applications.4. Experiments
4.1. Experimental setup
Since the quality of the filtered motion would be
effected by different cues like the category of motion, the
noise level and type, we compare the proposed method
with other methods under various conditions. We choose
three representative activities, i.e., run, dance and basket-
ball from CMU human motion database [61] for our
experiments.3 It is because that run is a common simple
activity, which contains many repetitive movements while
dancing and basketball are two more complex sports that
contain a few of repetitive movements. Besides, the length
of these motion sequences is slightly different, so the
experimental dataset includes short, middle and long
human motion sequences. For each activity, we collect 20
sequences of motion data from more than 2 subjects. We
then randomly select 80 percentage of data as the training
data while the remainder of each action is used as the
testing data. Since most of the CMU human motion data
are very clean, we use the training data to learn dictionary
matrices for our method and [8]. For the testing data, we
automatically synthesize three kinds of noise: (1) Gaussian
noise with the signal-to-noise ratio (often abbreviated
SNR) ranges from f40;30;20;10g dB; (2) outlier with the
ratio from 10% to 25% with an interval of 5%; (3) mixed
noise that consists of both Gaussian noise (SNR¼20 dB)
and outliers (ratio¼10%), for each motion sequence. The
outliers are generated by multiplying 1.4 to the selected
entries in motion data matrix.
We quantitatively assess the performance of our
method by comparing it with other four widely used
human motion denoising methods, i.e., Gaussian filter,
Wavelet filter [5,22], Kalman filter [33,32] and the
example-based method [8]. For the former three, we apply
them to remove the noise and outliers from each feature
dimension of motion data independently. To make a fair
comparison, we tune parameters for each algorithm by the
way of cross-validation using the training data and report
their best results. For instance, we tune the size of lagged
window from f11;21;31;41;51g and the parameter of
Welsch estimator (i.e., p) from f3;5;7;9g for the
example-based method [8] following the work [8]. Though
the authors suggested to determine the number of
reserved bases K by keeping 99% of the original motion
variation, we have observed that K will be too small (less
than 5) by setting it in such a way, due to the reason that3 In this work, we use motion data converted from the asf/amc
motion files provided in CMU motion capture database [61]. Each human
pose contains 31 markers.motion data are usually approximated low-rank [35]. So,
we tune K from f20;40;60;80;100g for the example-based
method and choose the best setting. Similarly, we tune the
size of the lagged window from f9;15;21;27;33;39g for
our method. Since our method is a sparse-based method,
the motion dictionary matrices DiARðdiMÞKi ; i¼ 1;…;5,
are flat shape matrices (in fact, they are overcomplete
matrices), which means that Ki≽ðdi MÞ. Thus, we tune Ki
from 500 to 1000 with an interval of 50. For simplicity in
the experiments, we set Ki; i¼ 1;…;5, to be the same value
and denote it as K to be consist with the work [8]. And, the
sparse regularized parameter λ is tuned from f103;102;
101;1;10;102;103g.
4.2. Experimental results
To quantify the filtered results, following the work
[17,38,52], the Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE) measure-
ment is adopted:
RMSE pi; p^i
 ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1
ne
‖pi p^ i‖2
s
; ð6Þ
where pi is the noisy pose, p^i is the filtered clean pose and
ne is the total number of noisy markers in pi. Due to the
limited space here, in order to facilitate the discussion, for
each activity, we only present the results from only one
sequence of the motion.4
The performance comparison results on three kinds of
noise are shown in Figs. 6 and 7 and Table 1. From these
results, we get the following conclusions:1.06_Our proposed method outperforms the other competi-
tors. More importantly, the variances of RMSE of our
method are smaller than the others', which means that
the outputs of our method are much stable than the
others', as shown in Figs. 6 and 7 and Table 1. We
believe it is owing to: (a) the proposed poselet model is
a much fine-grained representation; (b) the ℓ1-mini-
mization framework takes both motion bases selection
and the statistic property of noise into account.2. Our method, the example-based method and Wavelet
based method are the top three methods in most of the
time as shown in Figs. 6 and 7 and Table 1.3. When the added noise is just Gaussian noise, both our
method and the example-based method [8] can work
very well if the value of SNR is bigger than 20 dB.
However, if the motion data are badly corrupted as
shown in Fig. 6(d), (h) and (i), the outputs of all
algorithms become a little less stable. In other words,
it becomes much difficult to recover the clean motion
under such bad condition.4. When the added noise is outlier, the curves of all
algorithms are less stable than their counterparts under
the Gaussian noise condition. The denoising motion
data of all algorithms are easy to contain some short
time maker shakes which lead to some peaks appear in4 The selected motion sequences are 09_04 (run), 05_16 (dance), and
13 (basketball).
Fig. 6. Motion denoising comparisons of different algorithms on three human motion sequences with different degrees of Gaussian noise. The smaller the
value of SNR, the heavier the added Gaussian noise. (a) Run (SNR¼40 dB), (b) Run (SNR¼30 dB), (c) Run (SNR¼20 dB), (d) Run (SNR¼10 dB), (e) Dance
(SNR¼40 dB), (f) Dance (SNR¼30 dB), (g) Dance (SNR¼20 dB), (h) Dance (SNR¼10 dB), (i) Basketball (SNR¼40 dB), (j) Basketball (SNR¼30 dB), (k)
Basketball (SNR¼20 dB) and (l) Basketball (SNR¼10 dB).
J. Xiao et al. / Signal Processing 110 (2015) 108–122 117these curves. Since the value of RMSE of our method is
usually less than 0.05 m/frame when the ratio of outlier
is less than 20%, the recovered motion is visually
acceptable.5. When the added noise is mixed noise, which contains
both Gaussian noise and outliers, our method and the
example-based method [8] outperform the others.
Meanwhile, the outputs of our method are much stable
than that of [8], because the standard deviations of our
method are much smaller than its competitor's [8] as
shown in Table 1.
Based on the above experimental results, our method,
the example-based method and wavelet-based method are
the top three methods in most of the time, we present
some recovered key poses of these methods on the three
motion sequences under the mixed noise condition in
Fig. 8 wherein the markers with a large deviation from its
original location (48 cm) are marked with yellow circles.
From Fig. 8, we can see that most of the recovered key
poses are visually acceptable and the filtered key poses of
our method are close to the clean ones.
To demonstrate the benefit of motion bases selection, we
use the motion data with Gaussian noise (SNR¼30 dB) as
experimental data. We compare the performance variance ofthe two data-driven based methods (i.e., our method and the
example-based method) using single motion, where motion
data are selected from the same action category as the noise
motion, or multiple motion data, where motion data are
selected from multiple actions include the same action as
the noise motion, as the training data. As shown in Fig. 9, the
performance of our method can be improved using multiple
motion data as the training data, while its competitor's
performance is dropped. This is because that our method
can optimally select the most correlated subset of motion
bases for motion reconstruction with the aid of ℓ1-norm,
while the example-based method just uses all of its motion
bases which may contain some irrelevant motion bases when
using multiple motion as its training data. Additionally, our
method use a much fine-grained motion representation
method, i.e., poselet model as well as the poselet grouping
techniques. Therefore similar body parts and motion patterns
in different motion can be well exploit to improve the
performance. To verify this idea, we compare both the
running time and the mean RMSE of our method using
the poselet representation and the traditional pose represen-
tation. As mentioned above, since the poselet representation
brings in the potential possibility that we can process each
poselet in a parallel mode, we have implemented our algo-
rithm in parallel computation. The experiment is conducted
Fig. 7. Motion denoising comparisons of different algorithms on three human motion sequences with different ratio of outliers. The higher the value of
Ratio, the heavier the added outliers. (a) Run (Ratio¼10%), (b) Run (Ratio¼15%), (c) Run (Ratio¼20%), (d) Run (Ratio¼25%), (e) Dance (Ratio¼10%),
(f) Dance (Ratio¼15%), (g) Dance (Ratio¼20%), (h) Dance (Ratio¼25%), (i) Basketball (Ratio¼10%), (j) Basketball (Ratio¼15%), (k) Basketball (Ratio¼20%),
(l) Basketball (Ratio¼25%).
Table 1
Comparisons of our method with other motion denoising algorithms on three human motion sequences with mixed noise. The average RMSE values of
each frame (cm/frame) and standard deviations are reported. The best performance is highlighted in each case.
Action Gaussian Kalman Wavelet Example-based Our
Run 10.2570.81 10.5271.95 7.9271.06 4.6672.27 4.2370.65
Dance 11.9872.26 12.7473.54 9.4071.94 6.8574.27 6.2773.28
Basketball 10.0370.59 8.8972.34 7.8471.13 5.5173.46 4.3071.16
J. Xiao et al. / Signal Processing 110 (2015) 108–122118on an Intel Xeon X5650 workstation at 2.66 GHz, using the
MATLAB language to implement all the codes. As shown in
Table 2, we find that the poselet representation reduces the
running time and improves the performance of our method.
We also conduct experiments using the same three
motion sequences to study how the different parameters
affect the denoising performance. In Fig. 10, we report the
performance variation of our method with respect to the
number of poselets in a group (it is denoted as M), the size
of dictionary K and the regularization parameter λ. Note
that we set K is the same for all of the five learned motion
dictionaries in this paper. From Fig. 10(a) and (b), we find
that the bigger the value of N and K, the better the
performance of our method. However, it also needs much
more time to solve the objective function and more clean
examples for the training. From Fig. 10(c), we find theoptimal value of λ is 100, which ensures Wi is sparse. In
other words, our method automatically selects a few most
related motion bases for motion reconstruction.
5. Discussion and conclusion
In this paper, we have presented a data-driven based
human motion denoising method that sparsely selects the
most correlated subset of motion bases for clean motion
reconstruction. It takes the statistic property of noise into
account in deriving our objective function. A fine-grained
human motion representation method called the poselet
model was proposed; the poselet generation and grouping
techniques were also adopted to reveal the embedded
spatial–temporal patterns in human motion data. The classic
human motion denoising problem was rewritten into
Fig. 8. Comparison results of some denoised key poses via the top-three algorithms (i.e., wavelet-based method, the example-based method and our
method) on three human motion sequences. In each figure, the markers with a large deviation from its original location (48 cm) are marked with yellow
circles. (a) Comparison results of the denoised key poses via different algorithms on a run motion sequence, (b) comparison results of the denoised key
poses via different algorithms on a dance motion sequence and (c) comparison results of the denoised key poses via different algorithms on a basketball
motion sequence. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure caption, the reader is referred to the web version of this paper.)
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Fig. 9. Performance comparison of the two data-driven based denoising methods (i.e., our method and the example-based method) using the single
motion or multiple motion data as the training data. (a) Run, (b) dance and (c) basketball.
Table 2
Running time and mean RMSE for our method using poselets representation and pose representation in different motion sequences. Here the units of time
and mean RMSE are second and meter per frame separately.
Representation Run Dance Basketball
Time RMSE Time RMSE Time RMSE
Poselet 83.9 0.014 294.9 0.016 374.6 0.015
Pose 303.2 0.043 878.9 0.022 979.5 0.023
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Fig. 10. Performance variance of our proposed method with respect to the three parameters (a) M, (b) K and (c) λ.
J. Xiao et al. / Signal Processing 110 (2015) 108–122120a general ℓ1-minimization framework. For the two mostly
common noises, i.e., Gaussian noise and outliers, two slightly
different objective functions were derived from the same
framework to exploit the statistic property of noise in motion
data. We compared our method with other four methods.
Experimental results demonstrated that the proposed method
outperforms its competitors. Since our method does not need
to specially choose the training data, it can be more easily
applied to real-world applications. However, in order to train
the motion dictionaries, our method needs some precaptured
clean data as the training data, although it will be better that if
we could robustly learn them directly from the unclean
motion data. Therefore, we will investigate this issue and
develop a robust dictionary learning method in the near
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